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Synopsis 
 

By now you know how much I appreciate (and often implement) the frequent exchange 

of Canvas-based knowledge and tech tips. This time, however, I need to play Devil's 

advocate. Why? Because in the case of this Tech Tip, the “wrong way” is actually the 

optimal way for an image-heavy course. And, this has everything to do with Canvas-

interface problems.  

 

Avoid the Blunder Approach 

Described in the Byte-sized Canvas video, this approach 

uses the insert content feature located at the right side of 

the rich content editor.  

 
Pro: Inserts a relative link. Awesome!  

Con: The Canvas interface — see rest of this handout. 

 

 

Why It Might Be Better to Blunder Approach 

This approach uses embed image button in the 

rich content editor. 

 
Pro: Allows you to search Canvas file folders!  

Con: Might create a broken link when content 

copied to another shell/course. 
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Background 

While the advice in the video will definitely help Canvas instructors avoid the pitfalls of 

broken links when copying content between course shells, it does so through a very 

poor, linear interface. For an image-heavy course — like art history — the interface is 

nearly impossible to use — or if not impossible, than overly time-consuming. 

 

Background Info #1 of 6:  

I use the insert content feature for EVERYTHING BUT images. That said, links 

attained via insert content feature do frequently end up BROKEN upon arrival 

into a different course. I can see this immediately after an IMPORT thanks to the 

ISSUES report: 
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Background Info #2 of 6:  

Content/file organization and management is integral to my workflow process. 

This is not just part of my "personality" it's also because instructors are limited to 

approximately 500 MB of file storage per Canvas shell. 

 

Background Info #3 of 6:  

I frequently and regularly copy content between DEV site and LIVE sites using 

both: 

• COPY A COURSE; and 

• SELECT CONTENT 
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Background Info #4 of 6:  

Inserting images using the insert content feature is not the only poor interface in 

Canvas; there are several. It just happens to be a timely example of one of the 

CONS of Canvas. 

 

Background Info #5 of 6:  

I fully recognize that I might be in a small subset of Canvas users that is 

negatively impacted by this interface; majority of users will likely benefit from 

the AVOID THE BLUNDER APPROACH.  

 

Background Info #6 of 6:  

While the long-term answer to this issue might be video-based lectures — this 

would reduce the number of images in an art history course — the interface 

associated with the AVOID THE BLUNDER APPROACH is still lackluster and 

poor. 
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Here’s Why it Might Be Better to Blunder  
 
 
In the image below, the magenta box points to the AVOID THE BLUNDER APPROACH 

described in the video. This approach uses the insert content feature on the right side of 

the rich content editor. Notice that this approach requires one of 2 actions: 

 
1. Uploading a new image as you build a page. (I do not build Canvas content this 

way; ref. Background Info #1 of 6.) 

 

2. Scrolling through all images, in alpha-order without the benefit of file folders.  

(I typically upload all images to Canvas file folders so that I have the benefit of 

finding them again!) 
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And you scroll… 

And you scroll… 

And you very frequently have to load more results, like this: 

 

 
 

And you scroll… 

Lather… Rinse… Repeat… until you finally get to the image you need. Now imagine for 
a moment, you have a course with 100s of images! 
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Once you dig through a LONG LINEAR LIST OF IMAGES and find the image you need, 

you then have to go through additional steps to ensure that the image is "optimized" for 

the particular page you are inserting it into. Here, I will briefly outline the steps for the 

AVOID THE BLUNDER APPROACH: 

 

Step 1: Insert the image using the insert content feature. 

Step 2: Click the image to activate. 

Step 3: Click the embed image button. 

Step 4: Optimize ALT TEXT (every time you use this image). 

Step 5: If needed, click decorative image. 

Step 6: If needed, resize the image (maybe on this page you want the 
image to be 800 px wide, but on another page, it needs to be 
400 px wide). 

 
Step 7: Save. 
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Okay… Now what if I use the embed image button? Well, I get the benefit of searching 

through my Canvas file folders for the image that I need. Once I find the image, I can 

then easily move to Steps 4–7 (outlined on previous page).  
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When I do a FULL COPY of a Canvas course (e.g., start of semester), I have very few 

(if any) broken links. The problem with broken links arises when I copy SELECT 

CONTENT from a shell location (or a different section) into a LIVE Canvas course. 

(Aside: Because I do not use or rely on publisher content, I depend on using the 

SELECT CONTENT feature during semesters where content is being built in a DEV site 

simultaneous with instruction within a LIVE site.) 

 

Now, take a look at happens when you use the insert content feature with FILES — 

notice you have access to Canvas files folders: 
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So here, I will stop and ask the proverbial million dollar question #1 of 2:  
 
 

Why, when using the insert content feature, can you search 
Canvas file folders when inserting a FILE but not when inserting 
an IMAGE? 

 
And here, I will ask the proverbial million dollar question #2 of 2:  
 

Assuming most Canvas content will be copied from one course 
to another, why isn’t the embed image button programmed to 
insert a RELATIVE LINK the way it is when using the insert 
content feature? 
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Conclusion 

Whether through the use of videos or images, feedback from students is that they 

appreciate a visually-rich, online classroom environment. Not to mention, a visually-rich 

environment is unavoidable in an art history course! Additionally for most of us, the 

image-based content we build in one shell will be copied into future course shells. And 

yet, Canvas offers inconsistent features and link types when it comes to embedding 

images. For all links within a Canvas course, why doesn’t Canvas default to RELATIVE 

LINKS? Why do different Canvas features yield different interfaces and different types 

of links?  

 

Until Canvas irons out inconsistencies with its features and links, an instructor like 

myself is often left with only one approach: 

 

The wrong way. 

While I truly appreciate the opportunity to “easily avoid blunders,” perhaps it’s a little 

more clear as to why it might be better to blunder anyway. 
 


